ABSTRACT Edge computing and low power wide area networks (LPWANs) have been recognized as promising technologies in the Internet of Things (IoTs) era to provide massive wireless devices with enhanced computation and low-power, long-distance communication capabilities. The emergence of both technologies is to meet the demand of the rapid development of the IoTs, which motivates us to integrate edge computing into LPWANs to enhance low-power devices' computation capability. In our work, edge computing server co-locates with LPWAN base stations to which the end devices connect directly. Due to limited resources, multiple base stations should cooperate to provide better computation services. This paper works on a simple scenario where two base stations with harvested energy cooperate to tackle computation tasks. Different to previous energy harvesting modeling, we define a new correlated stochastic model for it. The whole system is then modeled as a Markov decision process (MDP), in which new features are defined, such as multiple tasks, multiple objectives, and variable time slots. Afterward, we carry out simulations to analyze the performance, showing that our proposition can utilize the energy efficiently and achieve good performance in terms of task's completion rate and total rewards.
as long-range, low-power, and low-cost, but low data rate and high latency. Similar to mobile networks, there exist base stations (BSs) in LPWANs, which serve as access points for end devices. Multiple end devices connect directly to one BS without relaying on other devices, so no end device acts as a router as in ZigBee networks. This simplifies end-device functionalities, improves energy efficiency, and facilities network deployment.
The development of IoT brings not only new pattern of communication, but also new computing paradigm. The process of data is close to end device in this paradigm, which is referred as Edge Computing (EC) [3] , [4] . In EC (a.k.a. fog computing), the computing service is provided by the devices located at the edge of the network. Moving computing service back to the vicinity of IoT devices brings obvious benefits of low latency and traffic reduction in the core networks. The former benefit compensates LPWANs' inherent drawback of high latency.
Besides, integrating EC into LPWANs provides other benefits, such as cognition, efficiency, and agility [3] . Since LPWAN BS is the first hop of end devices, we implement EC on it and refer it as EC server. Therefore, each BS not only forwards data as an access point but also tackles computation tasks as an EC server. However, due to limited resources (e.g. energy) of a BS, providing EC services may deplete resources quickly and thus violates the data-forwarding function.
Many LPWAN applications bring redundant data. Taking environment monitoring application as an example, redundant data are generated if the collection frequency is high. Hence, we can roughly consider that there are two types of data for LPWAN applications. One is high-priority data which a BS should try its best to forward, and the other is low-priority data which a BS could refuse to forward it to save resources. On the other hand, dense deployment of LPWAN BSs is often required to address the issue of increased end devices. This makes possible that multiple BSs work together to provide computing services. In this case, if one BS receives massive computation tasks, it can offload partial tasks to another BS which is underloaded. In this work, a simple LPWAN architecture, in which two BSs cooperate to provide EC services, is studied. With this simple architecture, we focus on our modeling method, not a complicated solution to solve the model. Moreover, this work can be easily extended to multiple-BS scenario, except that the space complexity and time complexity to solve the model will increase significantly.
To provide satisfied EC services for end devices, EC servers should grant computation requests as many as possible. However, as mentioned above, there is a tradeoff between the computation task and the data-forwarding task. Therefore, EC for LPWANs should optimally tackle tasks by maximizing resource utilization. Today, an LPWAN BS possesses strong computing and storage capability, but energy becomes the bottleneck for renewable energy cases [5] . This paper focuses on EC servers with energy harvesting and thus considers energy as the main resource.
In many scenarios, due to various reasons such as location, reliability and cost, EC servers are primarily powered by renewable green energy (e.g. solar and wind) rather than the grid power supply [5] . Fig. 1 shows a LoRa [6] BS powered by solar energy. By integrating energy harvesting into EC, satisfactory and sustained computation performance can be achieved. Previous works usually model the harvested energy as a stochastic model, such as uniform distribution model [7] , Poisson process [8] , Bernoulli model [9] , or a correlated two-state process [10] . However, these models cannot capture exactly the characteristics of energy harvesting, so we propose a new correlated stochastic model to represent energy harvesting.
To address the cooperation issue between two BSs, we use Markov Decision Process (MDP) [11] to optimally tackle computation and data-forwarding tasks, so as to achieve the optimal performance. In this model, a computation task could be offloaded to the other BS if the current BS believes that offloading brings more rewards, and the low-priority data could be rejected if the BS believes that this can increase the efficiency of energy utilization. The goal is to maximize the energy utilization while granting the high-priority data forwarding. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• EC for LPWANs is proposed, in which two BSs with energy harvesting cooperate to provide the best service by considering two types of tasks, computation tasks and data forwarding tasks.
• A new model for energy harvesting is defined, in which we use the harvesting rate for energy harvesting modeling. The energy harvesting rate of next timeslot depends on the current harvesting rate, so it is correlated. Moreover, the harvesting rate is discretized from 0 to h max , so it is not just a two-state model. Therefore, the energy harvesting is defined as a correlated stochastic model.
• The whole system is modeled as an MDP problem, in which some new features are introduced. For instance, LPWAN BS's multiple tasks (i.e. computation and data-forwarding) are addressed; multiple objectives (maximization of energy utilization and granting the high-priority data forwarding) are defined; different priorities are endowed to different tasks. With these new features, our MDP model adapts well the LPWAN scenario. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly summarizes the related works. Section 3 presents the network architecture and the MDP model. Section 4 models the EC system as MDP. Section 5 describes the algorithm to solve the MDP model. Section 6 evaluates the performance of our proposition. Section 7 concludes the work and gives the prospectives.
II. RELATED WORKS
A number of EC architectures (platforms) for IoT have been proposed. The early works are Cloudlet [12] and Cresco [13] . Cloudlet is considered as the middle tier of a 3-tier hierarchy, mobile device-cloudlet-cloud. It is designed primarily for cognitive assistance applications. A cloudlet node includes three types of virtual machines (VMs), which works together to provide EC services. Some new EC architectures have been proposed recently. In [14] , a flexible EC architecture for IoT is proposed, in which multi-agents are defined and utilized to provide environment adaption enabled and user orientation enabled EC. In [15] , traditional EC servers called fixed Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) work together with mobile MEC servers to provide computing services.
Since battery powered systems suffer from a limited lifetime, it is crucial to harvest energy from surrounding environment to power the end devices or EC servers. In [16] , [17] , authors focus on the scenario where end devices harvest energy from radio frequency based wireless power transfer. In their harvesting model, the harvested energy is proportional to transmission power, wireless channel gain, and harvesting time. This type of energy harvesting is also studied in [18] , but in an interesting scenario where unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) provides EC for users. In [5] , an MEC system includes a BS and several EC servers, and all devices are renewable power supplied. It is assumed that there is an environment state e(t) which the system can observe, and the harvested energy g(t) is considered as an i.i.d. random variable given e(t), which obeys a conditional probability distribution P(g(t)|e(t)). Another work on energy harvesting modeling is to define a correlated, two-state process [10] , in which only two states, harvesting state and non-harvesting state, are defined.
Current works on EC include resource (e.g. radio, computational resources) management [19] , QoS-and QoE-compliant service [20] , architecture, computation offloading [21] , etc. Computation offloading is considered as the most critical issue in the EC paradigm. We classify the previous works on computation offloading into four categories:
• Offloading from end device to EC server. This is similar to offloading work in cloud computing, where computation tasks are offloaded from end devices to cloud server. However, offloading from end devices to EC servers should take into account more factors, e.g. energy harvesting and mobility [22] , [23] .
• Offloading from EC server to cloud server. An EC server receives computation tasks from end devices and decides whether to offload the tasks to cloud computing. In [24] , authors try to minimize the total power consumption on both EC server and cloud server, keeping the delay requirement satisfied.
• Offloading from one EC server to another (others). Similar works in cloud computing have also been studied. However, due to different features of EC, e.g. energy harvest and wireless link between EC servers, this type of offloading in EC is more challenged. In [25] , [26] , a set of mobile devices form a platform of ad hoc cloudlet where offloading computation tasks aims to minimize the energy consumption and computation delay.
• Offloading on 3-tier hierarchy. In [27] , a mobile user can decide to accomplish the task locally, or offload to the EC server, or offload to the remote cloud server. Previous works apply different methods to model the offloading problem in EC, including (non-)convex optimization, MDP, Game theory, and Lyapunov optimization. MULTIUSER MECO [28] models the offloading problem as a convex optimization problem, in which the objective function is to minimize energy consumption. SDTO [29] works on binary offloading and the goal is to minimize the overall latency. the offloading problem is formulated as a mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problem (non-convex optimization). Similarly, the offloading problem is modeled as a non-convex optimization problem in [30] , but its objective is to maximize the computation efficiency which is defined as the number of calculated data bits divided by the corresponding energy consumption. In [18] , authors try to maximize the computation rate for both binary and partial offloading, and the established optimization model is also non-convex.
Game theory is a powerful tool for designing distributed mechanisms, it can be used in multi-users offloading scenario. In [31] , the problem is formulated as a Prospect Theory based non-cooperative game, where each user aims to maximize its subjective utility which is defined as the reduction of computing overhead with respect to local computing. In [23] , authors model the system as a potential game and develop a potential function into which the incentives of individuals (minimizing computation overhead) can be mapped.
As an important method of reinforcement learning, MDP is also used for modeling. In [5] , the problem is modeled as an MDP, in which the system state is described as a tuple of workload arrival rate, environment state, network congestion state, and battery state. Then, authors propose an online learning algorithm based on post-decision state (PDS) to solve the MDP model. In [22] , a Lyapunov optimization-based dynamic computation offloading (LODCO) algorithm is proposed to solve the established MDP model.
III. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND MDP MODEL
In our system of two LPWAN BSs (Fig.2) , end devices connect directly to one BS at any time instance via LPWAN, e.g. RoLa. They perform data collection and demand computing services from the connected BS. Each BS which harvests energy from ambient environment equips with two interfaces. The LPWAN interface is used to communicate with its end devices. The wired interface is used to connect to the Internet. The wired connection between two BSs is considered reliable and fast.
The BSs play two important roles. The basic role is to forward the received data from its end devices to the Internet. The other role is to receive computation tasks and reply with the results after executing the tasks. IoT applications usually generate two types of data, the one with high priority which should not be rejected and the other with low priority (e.g. redundant data) which could be rejected. The computation task can be executed locally or offloaded FIGURE 2. Network architecture. VOLUME 7, 2019 to the remote BS via the wired connection ( Fig.2) depending on the local BS's decision. For both computation and low-priority data tasks, a BS can decide to reject them even if there is available energy. For high-priority data, they should always be granted as long as there is available energy.
In this system, each BS selects an action (e.g. accept or reject a task) based on the states of the system (e.g. BS's harvested energy and BS's residual energy) at each decision epoch, and receives rewards after performing an action. For instance, acceptance of a task receives a reward while rejection receives nothing or a cost. Moreover, the performed action transfers the current state to another state with certain probability. Therefore, this whole procedure can be modeled as a Markov Decision Process, of which the key ingredients are a set of decision epochs, system states, available actions, state/action dependent rewards (or costs), and state/action dependent transition probabilities [11] .
In discrete MDP, a decision maker (BS in our case) makes decisions for a probabilistic system at regular intervals of time. A MDP system normally consists of 5-tuple (K, S, A, P, R), where K represents decision epochs; S denotes a set of states; A is the set of actions; P represents state transition probabilities; and R is rewards. At each epoch, a decision (selection of an action) is made based on the system's current state and the prediction on its future states. Upon the decision, the maker receives a reward and the system evolves to the next state according to the transition probability. At next epoch, the same procedure is performed. This is repeated until the number of epochs is attained (finitehorizon MDP) or until infinite (infinite-horizon MDP). The sequence of decisions is defined as a policy π . The goal of MDP is to select the best policy that maximizes the overall rewards. Some previous works on EC also use MDP for computation offloading. However, most of those works slot the decision epoch into fixed time intervals and assume that computation tasks are requested at the beginning of each time slot [22] ( Fig.3.a) . Alternatively, the arrived requests are accumulated during a slot and the decision is made at the beginning of the next slot [5] (Fig.3.b) . Obviously, the former assumption is not realistic, while the latter increases latency by making the arrival requests wait on the EC server. If the length of time slot is large, it could offset the saved latency by using EC. In our MDP model, instead of making decision at the beginning of each fixed slot, the decision is made immediately upon receiving a task (Fig.3.c) , which exempts the tasks from waiting. Moreover, the system only contains one task at the decision making moment, so the MDP's state space and action space are reduced significantly.
Since the decision is made upon receiving a task, the decision period is not slotted in fixed interval anymore. Instead, it is variable. In our model, it is assumed that the arrival of all tasks follows a Poisson distribution. Therefore, the length of slot (the interval between two consecutive arrivals) follows exponential distribution. We denote the mean arrival rates λ h , λ l , and λ c to high-priority data, low-priority data, and computation task, respectively, so the expected slot length can be written 1/[2(λ h + λ l + λ c )] (multiply the denominator by 2 as there are two BSs).
We assume that each BS exchanges its state information periodically, so each BS knows the current state of the system. Upon receiving a data-forwarding task, a BS needs to make a decision on rejection or acceptance. Upon receiving a computation task, a BS needs to make a decision on rejection, acceptance, or offloading. When a BS forwards data or executing computation task successfully, the system receives corresponding rewards.
IV. LPWAN EDGE COMPUTING MODEL A. ENERGY HARVESTING
The BSs harvest energy from ambient sources, e.g. lights, and store in a battery. Previous works usually model it as an independent process or a correlated two-state process. We think that these models cannot capture the characteristics of energy harvesting exactly, especially for variable slot model as defined in our proposition. In our model, instead of using the volume of harvested energy, we use harvesting rate for energy harvesting and models it as a correlated stochastic process. According to our observation, we define three features of this model as follows:
• If the harvesting rate for the current slot is λ e , it has the highest probability to harvest energy with a similar rate for the next slot. This probability decreases when the gap between the next rate and the current rate increases, i.e., if the harvesting rate of the next slot is λ e − x, the probability decreases when the value of x increases;
• The harvesting rate λ e − x has the same probability with the rate λ e + x;
• The harvesting rate is discretized and ranges from 0 to h max . According to the above definition, the distribution of harvesting rate is illustrated in Fig.4 . We derive the conditional probability of harvesting rate for slot (τ + 1) given the harvesting rate of slot τ as:
where 0 < p < 1. The value of p determines the slope of the probability curve. Larger p determines lager slope, i.e., the probability decreases more sharply when the gap increases. Then, the probability is normalized as:
B. DATA-FORWARDING TASK AND COMPUTATION TASK
An arrived task for a slot could be computation, high-priority data, or low-priority data. The interval between two arrivals follows an exponential distribution. With its memoryless priority, the probability that a task arrives at slot (τ + 1) is independent of that of slot τ . We obtain this probability for each task t at slot (τ + 1) as:
where 0, 1, and 2 represent computation task, the forwarding task of high-priority data, and the forwarding task of low-priority data respectively.
C. SYSTEM STATES As described above, the decision period is slotted in variable intervals and is indexed by τ = 0, 1, . . .. At the decision moment, it is assumed that each BS knows its state information, as well as the state information of its neighbor BS, so the system is modeled as a full observable discrete MDP. Our model can greatly reduce the state complexity comparing to the model with fixed time slot as for example in [5] , [22] .
With the fixed-slot model, a complete system state should be defined to include all information defined above: residual energy (∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , e max }, where e max is the battery capacity), harvesting rate (∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , h max }), arrival of high-priority data (∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , d h max }, where d h max is the maximum number of arrived high-priority data during a slot), arrival of low-priority data(∈ {0, 1, 2,
is the maximum number of arrived low-priority data during a slot), and arrival of computation tasks (∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , c max }, where c max is the maximum number of arrived computing tasks during a slot). Therefore, the state space for a two-BS system is (e max + 1) 2 2 , which makes the state space extremely large, and so incurs high space complexity and time complexity to solve the MDP problem.
With our model, since there is only one task at each decision moment, only the information about the type of arrived task needs to be defined, so no need to include the detailed task information. Therefore, the system state for each BS at the beginning of each slot τ is then simplified as s τ = (t τ , e * τ , h * τ , e τ , h τ ), where e * τ and h * τ are state information of the current decision-making BS; e τ and h τ are state information of the other BS.
• t τ ∈ {0, 1, 2} denotes the type of arrived task at the beginning of slot τ . It could be the computation task, the forwarding task of high-priority data, or the forwarding task of low-priority data, which is represented by '0', '1', and '2' respectively. The task could arrive at either BS. The BS which receives the task is considered as the decision-making BS. Note that, since the task arrives randomly, the probability that two tasks arrive at the two BSs at exactly the same time is negligible. Therefore, when one BS is making decision, it is supposed that there is no task arrival at the other BS.
• e τ ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , e max } represents the residual energy at the beginning of slot τ . We discretize the energy in the battery. Different possible energy levels are denoted by {0, 1, 2, · · · , e max }, where e max is the battery capacity.
• h τ ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , h max } denotes the harvesting rate for slot (τ − 1). It is also discretized and denoted by {0, 1, 2, · · · , h max }. The state space S is given by S = {(0, 0, 0, 0, 0), · · · , (2, e max , h max , e max , h max )} with |S| = 3(e max +1) 2 ·(h max +1) 2 . Obviously, this reduces the state space significantly.
D. ACTION
At each decision moment, the system should take action for the arrived task. Three types of task are defined previously, and we define different actions for them in this sub-section.
For both high-priority data task and low-priority data task, we define action set {a 1 , a 2 }: a 1 is the action of tackling the forwarding task and a 2 is of dropping the task. The action that should be taken for low-priority data absolutely hinges on MDP's decision. However, deterministic decision is used by the high-priority data. 'Deterministic' implies that the action only depends on the current state of the decision-making BS, i.e. action a 1 is taken as long as the BS has enough energy for the high-priority data. Otherwise, action a 2 is taken. Therefore, the action for high-priority data is in fact not related to the prediction of the future state as done in MDP. We define the deterministic actions for high-priority data to grant the maximum tasks of high-priority data. As for the low-priority data task, the decision of action a 1 could only be made if there is available energy. However, even a BS has sufficient energy, it could decide to take action a 2 (drop). In the case of lacking of energy, action a 2 must be selected. Whenever action a 2 is selected, no energy is consumed.
The action set {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 } is defined for computation task, where a 1 and a 2 are identical to the above definition; a 3 is defined to offload the task to the other BS. Similarly, action a 1 can only be selected if there are available energy. If a BS decides to offload the task to the other BS (action a 3 ), the sending BS consumes the energy for transmission and the receiving BS consumes energy for computation (we suppose that the transmission consumption for computation result is negligible). Action a 3 can only be taken when both BSs have available energy. Whenever a BS decides to drop the computation task (action a 2 ), no energy is consumed.
In our model, the decision is made upon the arrival of a task, so the maximum number of elements in action space A is 3. However, with the fixed time-slot MDP model ( Fig.3.a or.b) , since all types of tasks could arrive at a BS, the action space for a BS could reach 2 * 2 * 3 = 12. The action space for the system (two BSs) is then 12 * 12 = 144. Obviously, our model also reduces the action space significantly.
E. STATE TRANSITION PROBABILITY
Known the current state s τ = (t τ , e * τ , h * τ , e τ , h τ ), and the action α τ performed by the decision-making BS (e.g. BS 1 ), the system will evolve to the state s τ +1 (the arrival of the next task) given by s τ +1 = (t τ +1 , e * τ +1 h * τ +1 , e τ +1 , h τ +1 ). As described above, the energy harvesting rate h τ +1 only depends on that of the precedent slot (refers to (1) for its conditional probability P(h τ +1 |h τ ) ). Then, the expected total energy will be harvested for slot τ is:
where 1/[2(λ h + λ l + λ c )] is the expected length of slot. To calculate the residual energy for slot (τ + 1), we distinguish three different case. First, when the arrival task is computation (t τ = 0), ξ c units of energy is consumed if the BS decides to tackle the computation task locally (α = a 1 ); ξ f units of energy is consumed if the decision-making BS decides to forward the task to the other BS (α = a 3 ), and the other BS consumes ξ c energy. If action a 2 is taken, no energy is consumed. Then, the residual energy for both BSs can be written as:
where 1(·) is the indicator function. When the arrival task is data task (high-priority or low-priority), ξ d units of energy is consumed if the decision-making BS decides to forward the data (α = a 1 ). Otherwise, no energy is consumed. In both cases, the other BS only harvests energy without energy consumption.
The state transition probability P(s τ +1 |s τ , α τ ) is the probability that the system transits from state s τ to state s τ +1 if action α τ is taken for slot τ . As described above, t τ +1 does not depends on any parameter; h τ +1 only depends on its precedent h τ ; e τ +1 depends on its precedent e τ , the expected harvested energy h τ +1 , and the taken action. Moreover, they are independent with each other. Therefore, the state transition probability is simplified as: (7) where P(t τ +1 ) refers to (3); P(h * τ +1 |h * τ ) and P(h τ +1 |h τ ) refer to (1) . From (5) and (6), we know that, if these equations are satisfied, the probability of the residual energy for the next slot only depends on the harvested energy, so the probability is defined as:
where $ represents 't τ = 0 and (5) is satisfied' or 't τ = 1 and (6) is satisfied' or 't τ = 2 and (6) is satisfied'
F. REWARD FUNCTION
Our goal is to maximize the resource utilization (i.e. complete the data-forwarding tasks and computation tasks as many as possible) while granting the high-priority data to the greatest degree. When a BS completes a task, it receives a reward. R hd denotes the reward for completing a task of high-priority data forwarding; R ld denotes the reward for completing a task of low-priority data forwarding; R cl denotes the reward for completing one computation task locally and R cr denotes the reward for completing one computation task remotely.
To maximize high-priority data forwarding, we have defined the deterministic decision, i.e. as long as there is available energy, high priority data is forwarded. To further grant this task, the reward R hd should be set with a larger value, since MDP will intelligently reserve energy for high reward tasks. The reward function which represents the received rewards at state s τ by selecting action α τ is defined as:
The policy in our MDP is a mapping π : S → A. Letting v π (s) as the expected total rewards if the policy π is used and the state s is as the initial state.
where s 1 = s and λ(< 1) is a constant discount factor; r α τ (s τ ) represents the received rewards when the action α τ is selected on the state s τ . Let v * (s) denote the rewards for state s under the optimal policy, we rewrite (9) as Bellman equation:
where α * is the action taken for state s under the optimal policy.
V. ALGORITHM
In this section, we obtain the optimal deterministic policies for the MDP model that we defined above. The proposed algorithm is based on a policy iteration algorithm. The basic idea is, for each iteration, to select a policy which is the best for the current states [11] . 
where the component of vector r d n is r d n (i) = r α n (i) defined in (8) , and the (i, j) th element of Matrix P d n is P d n (j|i) = P(j|i, α n ) defined in (7). 3: Policy improvement: for each state i, improve the decision by selecting an action which can maximize the reward : The proposed algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. First, select an action α i 0 for each state i. Different to original policy iteration algorithm, in which the action is selected randomly, the selection in our algorithm is the combination of randomness and determinism. The action for high-priority data is deterministic, i.e. if the residual energy can grant to forward the high-priority data, a 1 must be taken. Otherwise, a 2 is taken. For other actions, if the energy is sufficient, randomly select an action; if not, the action of rejection is selected. All actions form the initial decision rule d 0 .
In step 2, the evaluation of the policy is carried out by solving (12) . To do this, (12) is first rewritten as:
where P d n is a Markov matrix, so its spectral radius
. Hence, v n can be obtained from:
Next, for each state, a best action is selected (the selection should follow the rule defined in section IV.D) based on its current reward obtained from step 2. The obtained new actions for all the states form new policy.
Finally, the new policy is compared with the previous one. If they are equal, the optimal policy is obtained. Otherwise, increase the number n and go back to step 2 to execute the procedure again.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To analyze the performance of our proposition, we compare it with other two mechanisms. One without cooperation between two BSs is called SOLE EC, in which each BS only tackles its own data-forwarding and computation tasks, and completes the tasks as long as there is available energy. The other is called GREEDY EC, in which two BSs cooperate to each other but without intelligence. Namely, a BS forwards the computation task to the other BS as long as it has no available energy, no matter whether the other BS can tackle it or not. This is why the mechanism is called GREEDY. Upon receiving the computation task, the other BS just discards the task if it is incapable to tackle it. Our MDP-based EC is named as MDP in the simulation. The performance is analyzed by MATLAB simulation and the parameters are listed in Table 1 . The comparison is carried out by analyzing completion rate of three tasks and total rewards. The completion rate of computation tasks (computation rate for short) refers to the ratio of completed computation tasks over total arrival computation tasks, while the completion rate of high-priority and low-priority data tasks (data rate for short) refers to the ratio of forwarded high-priority and low-priority data over the total arrival high-priority and low-priority data, respectively. Obviously, two rates should be maximized. However, under the fixed energy budget, there is a tradeoff between the two rates, i.e. the increase of computation rate normally leads to the decrease of the data-forwarding rate. Therefore, we also VOLUME 7, 2019 compare the total rewards, including both the rewards for computation tasks and the rewards for data forwarding. To do the comparisons, we vary four parameters: maximum energy harvesting rate (h max ), battery capacity (e max ), high-priority data reward (R hd ), and computation reward (R cl ).
First, we compare our proposition with SOLE EC and GREEDY EC by varying the maximum energy harvesting rate from 2 to 7. Fig.5 shows the comparison results by varying the maximum energy harvesting rate (h max ). Clearly, with the increase of the maximum harvesting rate, a BS can harvest more energy. Hence, all rates and the total rewards of all mechanisms increase with the maximum harvesting rate. Fig.5 .a shows the computation rate result. Our proposition MDP brings the best computation rate. In our simulation, the computation task has much higher reward than low-priority data, so MDP will allocate more energy for the computation task, which makes MDP outperform the other two. When the harvesting rate is low, MDP is much better. A BS can manage the energy efficiently with MDP. Hence, when there is no enough energy budget (the harvesting rate is low), the efficiency of energy management becomes more important, so MDP is much better. As for GREEDY, it forwards the computation task to the other BS when it is incapable to tackle the task. This rough cooperation makes it outperform SOLE.
In Fig.5 .b, MDP is still the best regarding to the high-priority data rate. As described in section IV.F, MDP uses two methods to grant high-priority data. This enables MDP to bring more than 91% completion rate for the high-priority data even in the lowest energy budget case (when h max is set to 2). Different from the precedent case, GREEDY brings less high-priority data rate comparing to SOLE. Since GREEDY's computation task has consumed more energy, it leaves less energy budget for high-priority data tasks.
Since MDP takes priority on the computation and high-priority data tasks, it allocates less energy for the low-priority data. This makes MDP incur the least low-priority data rate, which is illustrated in Fig.5 .c. Similar to the high-priority data case, SOLE brings slightly better low-priority data rate than GREEDY with the same reason. Fig.5 .d shows the comparison of total rewards. It clearly demonstrates that MDP brings more total rewards than the other two. Especially when the energy budget is low, MDP shows its efficiency on energy management, i.e., brings much more rewards. For instance, when the maximum harvesting rate is 2, MDP brings about 2.35 * 10 4 units of rewards, which is 30% more than GREEDY and 38% more than SOLE. An interesting observation is that even through in GREEDY two BSs cooperate, it brings less total rewards than SOLE. The reason is that some energy is wasted when one BS forwards the computation tasks to the other BS that also lacks of necessary energy. However, if the BSs harvest enough energy (when h max is high), GREEDY outperforms SOLE. We observe that GREEDY is a little better than SOLE when h max is set to 7.
Next, we fix h max to 4 and vary the battery capacity e max to analyze the performance. From Fig.6 , we observe that all the rates and the total rewards increase with e max . When the battery capacity increases, the BSs can store more energy to tackle different tasks, so the system receives more rewards. Fig.6 .a shows the computation rate vs. e max . Thanks to the intelligent decision-making, MDP is still the best. Again, GREEDY is better than SOLE with the same reason that GREEDY cooperates between the two BSs. Different from Fig.5 , here MDP and GREEDY do not converge when e max increases, indicating that only increasing the battery capacity cannot eliminate the energy waste of forwarding computation tasks from one BS to the other in GREEDY. Apparently, MDP brings the best high-priority data rate (Fig.6.b) and rejects the most low-priority data tasks (Fig.6.c) . In Fig.6 .d, MDP is always much better than the other two even with high e max . In this simulation, since the maximum harvesting rate is unchanged, the energy budget is alway tight for granting different tasks even with the increase of the battery capacity. MDP intelligently selects and forwards the tasks, so to achieve the maximum energy utilization. Now, we vary the reward of local execution of computation task R cl from 3 to 13. Varying computation local reward in fact varies the ratio of local execution reward to other rewards, so this simulation is to anyalyze how the ratio impacts on the performance. Fig.7 .a shows the computation rate vs. R cl . Intuitively, the computation rate will increase with R cl . Nevertheless, it decreases instead. In fact, the computation rate depends not only on local execution reward, but also on remote execution reward R cr . When R cl is low, the remote execution reward becomes more important, so the two BSs trend to conduct more cooperation, i.e., one BS forwards more computation tasks to the other. In the simulation, the forwarding ratios (total forwarded computation tasks divided by total executed computation tasks) are 0.9502, 0.2289, and 0.1585 when R cl is set to 3, 7, and 11, respectively. Therefore, when R cl is low, the energy is utilized more efficiently, which brings higher computation rate. We conclude that the more the two BSs cooperate, the more efficient the energy is utilized. This conclusion is also demonstrated by data tasks. In Fig.7 .c, when reward R cl is low, a BS trends to reserve its own energy for data tasks by forwarding computation tasks to the other. Therefore, low-priority data receives the highest completion rate when R cl is set to 3, and the rate decreases with the increase of reward R cl . In Fig.7 .b, an interesting observation is that there exists a minimum value for high-priority data rate. We think that it probably comes from the fact that MDP uses a deterministic decision for high-priority data, i.e., relay the data as long as there is available energy. As for GREEDY and SOLE, since reward R cl has no impact on them, their computation rate and data rate do not vary with R cl . No matter how reward R cl varies, we always observe that MDP outperforms the other two in term of the total rewards from Fig.7.d. From the above simulation, we obtain an important observation. Namely, there exists an optimal value for reward R cl , which maximizes all the rates for MDP. For instance, from Fig.7 , the optimal setting for R cl is 3, which maximizes the computation rate, both high-priority data and low-priority data. We deduce, by giving the energy capacity e max and the maximum harvesting rate h max , that there may exist an optimal setting of rewards (R hd , R ld , R cl , R cr ), which maximizes the utilization of energy to achieve the maximization of all the rates. This feature will be studied in our future work.
Finally, the reward of high-priority data R hd is varied to analyze the performance. MDP uses two mechanisms to grant the high-priority data. One is to maximize the high-priority data forwarding, i.e., as long as there is available energy, the high-priority data should be relayed. The other is to set high value for the reward. The simulation here is to check under the first mechanism whether the second still works. From Fig.8 .b, we observe that it works well, i.e., the high-priority data rate does increase with reward R hd . In fact, the first mechanism is only related to the current residual energy, while the second mechanism enables a BS to reserve energy for future high-priority data. Namely, a BS intelligently rejects low-reward tasks even if there is available energy, to save the energy for high-reward tasks. This is why the high-priority data rate increases with the increase of reward R hd .
Since in MDP more energy is allocated for high-priority data when reward R hd increases, the computation task and low-priority data task receive less energy, so their rates decrease, which is shown in Fig.8.a and Fig.8 .c. Similarly, reward R hd has no impact on GREEDY and SOLE, so all of their rates remain unchanged, which is shown in Fig.8.a,  Fig.8 .b, and Fig.8 .c. Without surprise, we observe that MDP outperforms the other two in Fig.8 .d.
VII. CONCLUSION
With the constraint resources and original tasks of EC servers, multiple EC servers should work together to provide computing services for end users. This paper works on a simple scenario where two BSs cooperate to tackle both computation tasks and data-forwarding tasks. By introducing some new features into MDP model, our proposition manages to address the arisen issues, such as multiple tasks, energy harvesting, and different priorities.
The simulations not only demonstrate that our proposition works well for offloading, but also reveal some interesting findings. For instance, with deterministic decision for high-priority data, there may exist a minimum completion rate; there may exist an optimal reward setting which maximizes all the completion rates. With these interesting findings, it is possible to find an optimal energy utilization to maximize the completion rate for all the tasks. Besides, we will also study the behavior of each BS in multiple-BS scenario in our future works. 
